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Abstract

is only slightly deteriorated. For piecewised-linear basis

functions,
an accuracy
of the orderO(N-2(log•(N))d-•)
On the way to an efficientimplementationof finite element with respect to the L2- or the maximum norm and of the
algorithms related to the p- and h-p-versions on sparse orderO(N -•) with respectto the energynormhasbeen
grids, we present a general conceptfor the constructionof shown[7]. Furthermore,regularsparsegridscan be exhierarchicalbasesof higher order suitable for sparsegrid tended in a very simple and natural manner to adaptive
methods. For the solution of partial differential equations, ones,which makesthe hierarchicalsparsegrid conceptapthis approach allows us to profit both from the efficiency plicableto problemsthat require adaptive grid refinement,
of sparse grid discretizations and from the advantages of too.
higher order basis functions with regard to their approxiFor the two-dimensional case, the results mentioned
mation accuracy.
above show that, apart from the logarithmic factor and
We discuss the general relations of sparse grids and with respect to the Le-norm, sparse grid techniqueswith
higher order techniques, and we report the results of piecewise
bilinear(biquadratic,...) hierarchicalbasisfuncsome first numerical experiments concerningpiecewisebitionscorrespond
to full grid methodsof fourth (sixth, ...)
quadratic hierarchical basisfunctions.
order. In the three-dimensional case, the gain in order
is even more impressive. Therefore, sparse grid methods
Key words: finite element method, hierarchical bases, themselvescan be consideredas an approachof higher orhigher order techniques,partial differential equations, der. Additionally, togetherwith polynomialsof higher dep- and h-p-version,sparsegrids.
gree as basisfunctions,sparsegrids are well-suited for the
efficientrealization of higher order finite element methods.
Finally, implementingp- or h-p-version-typealgorithmson
sparsegrids seemsto be a very promisingapproachthat

AMS subject classifications: 65N22, 65N30, 65N50.

allowsus to profit not only from the sparsegrid efficiency,
but from the advantagesof usualh-adaptivity, and the improved
approximation quality of higher order basis funcSincetheir presentationin 1990 [18], sparsegridshave
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Introduction

turned out to be a very interestingapproachto use for the
efficient solution of partial differential equations and for
a lot of other topics in numerical analysis like numerical

integration[5] or FFT [14]. In comparison
to the standard full grid approach, the number of grid points can be

reduced
significantly
fromO(N d) to O(N (log2(N))d-•) or

tions.

In this paper, first, a short introductionto sparsegrid
methodsrecallstheir mostimportant properties.Furthermore, an overviewof existinghigh order conceptsfor sparse
gridsis provided. Then, we presenta new approachfor
generatinghigherorder hierarchicalbaseson sparsegrids,

evenO(N) in the d-dimensional
case;whereasthe accuracy followed by some first numerical results for the case of
of the sparsegrid interpolant and of the approximationto piecewisebiquadraticbasisfunctions.-Finally, someconthe solution of the given boundary value problem, resp.,

cludingremarks and an outlook on further work to be done
will close the discussion.

*Institut fiir Informatik der Technischen Universitat Miinchen, D80290 Miinchen, Germany.
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Sparse grids

The use of hierarchical bases for finite element discretiza-

tionsas proposed
by Yserentant[17]and Bank, Dupont,

150
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and Yserentant[4]insteadof standardnodalbasesstood
at the beginningof the sparsegrid idea, togetherwith a
tensor-product-typeapproachfor the generalizationfrom
the one-dimensional

to the d-dimensional

case.
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i2=2
ß

For the

correspondingsubspacesplitting of a full grid discretization spacein two dimensionswith piecewisebilinear hier-

ß

archical basis functions as in figure 1, it can be seen that

the dimension(i. e., the numberof grid points)of all sub-

spaceswith il q-i2 = c is 2c-2. Furthermore,
it hasbeen
shownin [7] that the contributionof all thosesubspaces
with il + i2 = c to the interpolant of a function u is of

the sameorder0(2 -2c) with respectto the L2- or maximum norm and O(2-c) with regard to the energynorm,

0% • c0()
if u fulfills
thesmoothness
requirement
ox•rg•

forthetwo-dimensional
ando•...o•• ½0(•)
forthegeneral d-dimensionalcase, respectively. Here, fl denotesthe
underlying domain. Therefore, it turns out to be more reasonableto deal with a triangular subspaceschemeas given
in figure 2 insteadof usingthe quadratic schemeof figure
1. This leadsus to the so-calledsparsegrids. For a formal

Figure 2: Subspacesplitting of a sparsegrid space.

definitionof sparsegrids,see[6], [7],or [18],e.g.
I,= I

i.-2

i.= 3

iL= I

of u at the corresponding
grid point and, consequently,
the
necessityto refinethe grid here, no additional work has to
be doneto implement adaptive refinement. Figure 3 shows
a two-dimensionalregular sparsegrid, and figure 4 shows
a three-dimensionaladaptive one with singularitiesat the
re-entrant corner and along the edges.

Figure 1: Subspacesplitting of a full grid space.

Besidesthe regularsparsegridsthat resultfrom skipping
Figure 3: Regular sparsegrid.
certain subspacesaccordingto figure 2, adaptive grid refinementcan be realizedin the sparsegrid contextin a very
straightforwardway. Sincewe use recursivedynamic data
Speakingabout the most important propertiesof sparse
structures like binary trees for the implementation,and grids,we at least haveto look at the numberof grid points
since the value of a hierarchical basis function, the hierarinvolvedand at the approximationaccuracyof piecewise
chical surplus, can be used itself to indicate the smoothness d-linearhierarchicalbasisfunctionson sparsegrids.For a
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A bicubic

approach

on sparse

grids
h• been
done
bySt6rtkuhl
[16].There,
themainempha-

sis is put on the solutionof the twodimensionalStokes
equations. Using the stream function • and the vorticity

w• variables,
thissystem
oftwopartial
differential
equations of second order can be reduced to the fourth order

biharmonic
equation
•9: O.
The
correspondi
bilinea
orm:i:
:,mme:ic,
ß

Figure4: Adaptive
sparse
grid.

Sincethis approachrequiresthe use of ½l-elements,a
detailedanalysis,we onceagainreferto [7]and [18]. For a

piecewisecubic hierarchical Hermite basisis defined for the

d-dimensionalproblem, the approachdescribedabove and
illustrated in figure 2 leads to regular sparsegrids with

O(N(log2(N))•-•) gridpoints,if N denotes
thenumber
of

one-dimensionalcase,first. Here, we get two basisfunctions (i.e., two degreesof freedomto fix the value of the
functionand its first derivative)per grid point. For d = 2,

gridpoints
in onedimension
(i.e., • isthesmallest
mesh

the usual sparsegrid tensor product approach leads to a

widthoccurring).A variantalsodiscussed
in [7]evenleads piecewisebicubic hierarchical basis with four degreesof
to regularsparsegridswith O(N) grid points. Thesere- freedomper grid point. The resultingfour different types

suitshaveto becompared
withtheO(N•) pointsofregular of basisfunctionsare shownin figure 5.
full grids. Concerningthe approximation quality, the accuracyof the sparsegrid interpolant is only slightly deteri-

oratedfromO(N- 2) to O(N- 2(log2(N))•- • ) withrespect
to the L2- or maximum norm. With regard to the energs'
norm, both the sparsegrid interpolant and the finite element approximationto the solutionof the givenboundary

valueproblemstayof the orderO(N-•).
Thus, sparsegridsenableus to gain a factor of 2 in accuracy for arbitrary numberd of dimensionsby just doubling
the number of grid points. Since the smoothnessrequirements can be overcomeby adaptive grid refinement,sparse
gridsare a very efficientapproachfor the solutionof partial
differential equations.
Recently, the classof problemsthat can be treated with
sparsegrid methodshas been significantlyextended. First
experimentswith time-dependentproblemshave been re-

portedby Balderet al. in [3];Pflaum[15]generalized
the
algorithm for the solution of the Poissonequation to the
caseof generalelliptic differential operatorsof secondorder
in two dimensions, and Dornseifer developed a mapping
techniqueto deal with curvilinear domains. Furthermore,
systemsof equationslike the Stokesequationsare the focus
of present sparsegrid interest.

Figure 5: The four types of bicubic basisfunctions.

In the following,
wepresentan alternativeapproach
(cf.
[8])basedonCø-elements
with stillonedegree
of freedom
per grid point.
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Another concept for generating
higher order hierarchical bases
on sparse grids
I

4.1

i-2

i-5

N

A quadratic hierarchical basis
Figure6: Piecewise
quadratic½ø-interpolant.

For reasonsof clarity, let us study the one-dimensionalcase
of a regular grid with N grid points, N = 2n + 1, n • lN,
Starting from these considerations,we now introduce
and N valuesto be interpolated, first. For the construction
of a piecewisequadratic interpolant, one has to fix three a piecewisequadratic hierarchical basis. To explain the
degreesof freedom in each interval between two neighbor- principles, we first look at the well-known piecewiselining grid points. This leads to a total of 3N - 3 degrees ear case in one dimension. If we add appropriate basis
functionsat the coarsegrid points to the hierarchicalbasis
of freedom for the whole problem. It is well-known that
quadratic splines are perhaps the most common way to functions of each level, we get nested spacesof piecewise
linear functionson the differentlevels(seefigure 7). Here,
construct a suitable interpolant. With splines,we need N
degreesof freedom to get an interpolant and twice N - 2 a coarsegrid function can be constructedby summing up
degreesof freedomto make the interpolant both continu- threeneighboring
finegridfunctions
withtheweights
«.
ous and differentiable at the inner grid points. With one 1, and«. Thisisimportant
fora simple
switch
fromone
more conditionfixed (somekind of boundary condition, level to another, and it is necessaryfor the efficientimplee.g.), the interpolant is definitely determined. Thus, the mentation of sparsegrid algorithms.
higherorder of the polynomialsusedleadsto more smoothnessof the interpolant. This effect is especiallyattractive,
if smooth functions are to be interpolated, or if partial

differentialequationsof higherorder (like the biharmonic
equation,e.g.. see [16]) have to be solved. However,in
a lot of other situations(like the numericaltreatment of
singularities,e.g.), it seemsto be neither necessarynor

/

/

,

,,

/

desirable.

Therefore, we suggesta constructionthat leadsto an in-

terpolant (N degreesof freedom)whichis only continuous
(N - 2 degreesof freedom).The remainingN - 1 degrees
of freedom are fixed by interpolation conditions outside
the respective interval. For instance, the parabolic interpolant between two neighboring grid points i and i q- 1,
1 _• i _• N - 1, could be determined by either the values

at the grid points i - 1, i, and i q- 1 (if i • 1), or the
valuesat the nodesi, i q- 1, and i q- 2 (if i ( N- 1), or
even the valuesat the grid points i, i q- 1 and an arbitrary
third point. Since we want to define hierarchicalbases,it
turns out to be the best choiceto determine the third grid
point for interpolationby meansof an hierarchicalcriterion: If i is a grid point on the finest level only, i.e., if i
is even, then i - 1, i, and i q- 1 are taken into account.

Figure 7: Linear hierarchical basis and nodal point bases
on each level.

The quadratic case turns out to be a little bit more

complicated,becauseit is not possibleto get a quadratic
basis function on the coarse grid as a weighted sum of
three neighboring quadratic basis functions on the fine
grid. However,if we sum up two quadratic fine grid func-

If, on the other hand, i is a coarsegrid point (i.e. odd)
and if, thus, i q-1 doesappearon the finestgrid only,then tions
withtheweight
¬ andonestandard
piecewise
linear
i, i q- 1, and i q- 2 are the pointschosenfor interpolation. coarsegrid functionwith the weight 1 as indicatedin figThe result of this approachis shownin figure 6. On the ure 8, we get the desiredquadratic function on the coarse
intervals[2k+ 1,2k + 3], 0 _• k _• (N- 3)/2, the resulting grid.
Now, figure9 showsour piecewisequadratichierarchical
overallinterpolant
is quadrat!c,
but at the (coarse)
grid
basis(solidlines),togetherwith the extensionto a nodal
points 2k + 1, it may not be differentiable.
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hierarchicalrelations of the involved grid points. Figure

10 illustratesthe situationif e(m) is the father of m (with
respectto the underlyingbinary tree) and if e(e(m)) is the
father of e(m).
A short calculation

IIII

leads to

\\\\

Figure 8: Switchingfrom fine to coarselevelwith quadratic
hierarchical

basis functions.

point basison eachlevel (dashedlines). Note that each
of these nodal basesconsistsof basisfunctionswhosesupi.e., the quadratic hierarchical surplus at a grid point m
can be easily calculated with the help of the linear hierarchical surplusat m and the linear surplus at the father of

ports vary in size.

m:

(2)

4

e(,,)'

Thus, as in the linear case, nothing else has to be stored
other than the linear hierarchicalsurplus. Again, the tensor product approachleadsto a generalizationof this result
to the d-dimensionalcasewith d > 1. For d = 2, e.g., we
immediately get

(3)v!•

1 . v(t)

1 . v(

Figure 9: Quadratic hierarchical basis and nodal point

wheree(m) denotesthe father of m in x-direction,n(m)
the father of m in y-direction, and he(m) the father of
n(m) in x-direction(seefigure11). For arbitrary d, the

bases on each level.

quadratichierarchicalsurplusis givenby

As in the linear case, the generalization to a ddimensional piecewised-quadratic hierarchical basis with
d > 1 is done by the tensor product approachthat is typical for the sparsegrid context.
Another important problem we have to deal with is the

(4)

V(m
q'd)--- 1,-

ßv, .

questionof how to calculatethe (quadratic) hierarchical
surplus. Again, we first look at the one-dimensionalcase.

Thelinearhierarchical
surplus
v•) ina gridpointm with
n(m)

hierarchicalneighborse(m) and w(m) is givenby

he(m)

1

(1)

v•) = u,,•
- 3' (ue(,O
+u•,(,,O)
,

m

whereu,,•, Ue(m),and uw(,Odenotethe valuesof the
underlying function u at the respectivegrid points. Remember that the hierarchicalneighborsof a grid point rn
are just the two ends of the support of the hierarchical
basis function located in rn. The correspondingformula

forthequadratic
hierarchical
surplus
v• ) depends
onthe

e(m)

Figure 11: Calculationof the quadratichierarchicalsurplus for d -- 2.
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e(rn)

m

w(m)

e(e(m))

e(m)

Figure 10: Linear and quadratichierarchicalsurplus.
4.2

Theoretical

d

results

wiselinearhierarchical
basis
function
H•=l w3

Now, we turn to the approximationpropertiesof sparse
grids with the quadratic hierarchicalbasis introduced
above. To this end, we study the behavior of the inter- (s)
polationerror with respectto the L2-, the maximum,and

hj

'

--

--

h•+•
if-h
3<xj
<0,

wj(xj) :=

h•-x• if 0<xj <hj
0

the energynorm. Accordingto finite elementtheory,the

otherwise.

latter givesinsight into the error of the finite elementso-

Sinceweknowfrom [7]that .,,

lution, too.

chical
surplus
v•'a)at pointrn,with(4)and(6)weget

In the main, the notation and the argumentationfollow

isjust the linearhierar-

the linearcasefrom[7]. Because
of (2) and(4), welookat

J(mq
,d)
(5)
for the one-dimensional

case or

--- V(rnq
,d)

(6)

J(m
q'a)
:=[1,- ßAt'a)

In the following,we study the situation for d - 1, first.
Togetherwith (7) and (8) for d- 1, (5) leadsto

for the generald-dimensionalcase. Here, for somesuf-

ficientlysmooth
function
u(a)of d independent
variables,
J•'a)istheintegral
well-known
fromlinearsparse
gridthe-

.-- Z(m/,1)
__I4 .1(1,1)

ory,

dXl,
(Xl)
-- 3h•
tl(Xl)
' G•2U(1)
0X21
J -hz

Z•n
l.d) :--(7)

/_+h•
/+ha
d• .w•
(II
j:l

02au(•)(x•, ...,xa)

ß

:7.

ax,...axe,

at a gridpoint m (herenormedto O) with assigned
piece-

wheree(rn) againdenotesthe hierarchical
fatherof m with
assigned
supportI-hi, 3hi] and
-3xl

1{

(10)tl(xl):= õ'

- 3hx,

5xl - 3h•,
--Xl q- 3hi,

-h• < x• _<O,

0 __<
Xl <__
hi g xl < 3hi.

Higher Order Finite ElementsOn SparseGrids
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By partialintegrationforeachsub-interval
[-51,0], [0,51],

equalingI and the othersbeinggreaterthan I (0 _• k _• d)

and[hi,351],andbyelimination
oftheresulting
hl2-terms
(whichis possibleherein contrastto the linearcase),we
get

(11)J(m
q'l)-- --f3h•
TI(Xl)
ß03uO)(x•)
Ox13dXl,

[<

(16)

[[OXl2'"OXkOXk+
a3d-•'u(d)
[•c
31
1
'•

'"

k+1 ' '"

J -h•

and
1

Wl(Xl):= 1-•'
(12)

ß

-h• _<x• _<0,
0 _• Xl _• 51,
h• _• x• _• 351.

-3Xl
-'6h]Xl
-3hi
2,
5Xl
2 -- 6hlXl - 35•,
--Xl2 + 6hlXl - 95•1,

Togetherwith (6) and (7), this resultcan be usedto derive
the generalizationfor the d-dimensionalcase. After a short
calculation, we get

J(mq.
d)
(13)

[<
(17)

Thus, with the following definition

d
(-1)d.f3h•.f3hd
J--hz
"J-hd(HT)(xj))'
j=l
(18)

c•3du(d)
(Xl, ..., Xd)

u(d)
l•c:= •,•(•.3}
sup .......
Ox•'...Ox••

OXl
s...Ox• dxd
...dxl,

whereTj(xj) is definedin an analogous
wayto (12).

2

:=

sup

ai6{2,3}

•

•-_"5i'" n'--E'•

0X'l '"C/Wd 2

'
,

we get

%Vith(9) and (13), we are able to give two boundsfor

1

thequadratic
hierarchical
surplus
v•'d):
(19)

.h•2.....h•.h•+•
(14)

and

03du(d)

-< Ox...o4

and

(20)

_<

o3d
(½d)
ß ))
Finally, we have to calculate the L2- and maximum norm

(15)

d

ofthe&quadratic
hierarchical
basis
function
1-Ij=lgj(xj),
ß

' 'ø1

' '" ' 'ød

'

2

(21) gj(xj)
- h•- xj

where
•(md)(x•,
...Xd)denotes
thecharacteristic
functionwhich
of the support of the basis function located at point

d

is now used instead of the piecewise d-linear

wj(xj) defined
in(8).Obviously,
themaximum
norm
(hi, ..., hal),ifm is normedto the origin. Note that (14) and •Ij-_•
d
gj(xj)is1;andfortheL2-norm,
weget
(15) are correctonly if we really have a quadraticsurplus of1-I•_-•

in each direction.

On the coarsest level in some coordinate

direction
j (i.e.,ij - I or xj - « fortheunitsquare),
however,figure 9 showsthat, in spite of using a quadratic
basis function, we have to use the linear hierarchical surplus with respect to the boundary values. Therefore, we
get for the generalcaseof a point m with k indicesil, ..., ik

(22)

j=l

gj(xj)
•,•-•/ "•, .....d ß
2

Now,wearereadyto applystandardsparsegrid approximation theory to the situationof piecewised-quadratic
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hierarchical

basis functions.

We are first interested in the

95

d

Asabove,
thisresult
concerning
rlj=• g•(xj)and(19)are

difference
between
a sufficiently
smoothfunctionu(d)and the staxtingpoint for standardsparsegrid analysis,which

itspiecewise
d-quadratic
sparse
gridinterpolant
a(d)of

finally resultsin

level n with a smallestoccurringmeshwidth of 2-". Anal-

(27)

ogouslyto the linearcase,(19), (20), and (22) leadto

Iu(")-•(a)
-- O(N
-2)'
'•n,I IE = O(4-")

the desiredbound for the sparsegrid interpolationerror

u(a) a(a)withregard
to theenergy
norm.Thus,asin
(23)

u(d)- u"'I
- (d)

-•

. B(n
d),

14

the linear case,the order of the energyerror doesnot deteriorate when we switch from full grids to sparse. Since
it is a well-known fact from finite element analysisthat

thefiniteelement
solution
5(,d)
ofa given
boundary
value

where

(24)

Bt•d)
:=

problem
isa bestapproximation
to thesolution
u(a)onthe

d- 1

underlyinggrid, we alsoget the followingresultconcerning

Consequently,we get for the sparsegrid interpolation error

theerroru(a)- fi(n
d)ofthefiniteelement
approximation:

(d)

u(d)_

(28)

= O
(25)

u(d)
--un'I]
2 --

where N

=

2'*+

5

O

1 denotes the maximum

number

of

grid points in one direction. Thus, in comparison to the
standard regular full grid, the accuracy of the interpolation is only slightly deterioratedby the logarithmicfactor

(log2(N))d-•. Notethat,according
to theaboveargumentationandanalogously
to thepiecewise
linearcase,u(a)has
to fulfill the followingsmoothnessrequirement,e.g.:
03du(d)

(26)

axe...
Ox•• Cø
(• )'

u(d)-5?)
r = O(4-")
= O(N-2).
First numerical

experiments

In this section,we report the resultsof somefirst numerical
experimentsconcerningthe piecewisequadratic hierarchical basisdescribedabove. For that, we study the Laplace
equation on the unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions as a simple model problem:

Au(x,y) = 0 on • = [0.1]2,

u(x,y)= sin(try)-sinh(rr(1
- x))
sinh(7r)
Figure 12 showsthe approximation to the solution cal-

With respect to the energy norm, we again have
to look
d

at ourd-quadratic
hierarchical
basis
function
Hj=i gl(xj),

first:

culatedon the regularsparsegrid of level 10 and its error.
For the solution of the linear system that results from
the finite elementdiscretizationon the sparsegrid, a simple
Gauss~SeideMteration

was used. The numerical results for

this model problem are given in table 1. There, n denotes

the level of the regularsparsegridsconsidered(i.e., 2-•
is the smallestmeshwidth occurring).[[e][•:indicatesthe
dxd .. dx•

maximum
normofthesparse
griderroru(a)-;,(a) and
lie[It denotesits energynorm. Finally,p•c andpr indicate
the rates of reduction from level n to 'level n + 1 of the

)
a((16)
d-•
(ji•t)8
1)

respectiveerror, and dof, denotesthe number of degrees

freedom,i.e. the numberof grid pointsof the respective
h• dxd...
dXl of
sparsegrid. In table 1 and in figure13, onecanclearlysee

=

---

/=1

l=•

h•

the0(4-") - O(N-•)-behaviourof theenergy
norm,and
the convergence
with respectto the maximumnorm turns

out to be just slightlyworsethan 0(8-"), as wasto be
expecteddueto the logarithmicfactorin (25).
Furthermore,in figure 14, the resultsfor the piecewise

biquadraticcaseare comparedto the piecewise
bilinear

Higher Order Finite Elements On SparseGrids
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1

2.53 10-s

2.43 10-a
1.02

2

2.48 10-s

8.05 10-2
2.67

3

9.28 10-4

2.36 10-2

2.96 10-4

6.26 10-s

7.24 10-5

1.60 10-s

1.35 10-5

4.02 10-4

2.18 10-0

1.01 10-4

3.19 10-7

2.51 10-5

4.38 10-0

6.29 10-0

5.76 10-9

1.57 10-0

7.42 10-•ø

3.93 10-7

9.41 10-•

9.82 10-0

1.19 10-•

14

1.49 10-•2

45057
3.99

2.46 10-s
7.97

Figure 12: Sparsegrid solution(above)and error (below)

20481
4.00

7.94

13

9217
3.99

7.89

12

4097
4.01

7.76

11

1793
3.99

7.60

10

769
4.02

7.28

9

321
3.98

6.83

8

129
3.98

6.19

7

49
3.91

5.36

6

17
3.77

4.09

5

5
3.41

3.14

4

1
3.02

98305
4.01

6.14 10-9

212993

of the model problem.
Table 1: Error on the regular sparsegrid of level n.
situation. Here, both times, adaptive sparse grids were
used. Again, the advantages of the quadratic approach
can be seen clearly.
Now, let us turn to a secondexample:

Au(x,y) = 0 on fi = [0,1]2,

u(x,y)= cos(4•r(x-y)).sinh(4•r(x
+y))
sinh(8•r)
Here, again, u fulfills the smoothnessrequirement (26).
However, in contrast to our first example, adaptive grid

refinementis very helpful(seefigure15).
Figure 16 illustratesthe resultsfor piecewisebilinear and
piecewisebiquadraticbasisfunctions.In both cases,adaptive grid refinementhasbeenused. In comparisonwith figure 14, the gain that can be achievedwith the biquadratic
approachis smaller. This had to be expected,sinceadaptive mesh refinement is very efficient in such situations,
and it indicates that a combined processof adaptive grid
refinement and adaptive choice of the polynomial degree
p of the basisfunctionsmight be the appropriate strategy
for sparsegrids,too.

6

Concluding remarks

In this paper, somefirst stepstowards an efficientimplementationof higher order techniqueson sparsegrids have
been discussed. The approach of section 4 leads to hierarchicalbasesof polynomialsof higher degreep > 1. but

still resultsin CO-(sparse
grid)-interpolants.
However,the
numberof degreesof freedomper grid point doesnot increasewith growingp. Obviously,the conceptspresented
for the quadraticcasecan be generalizedto the situation
with cubic polynomials, and so on, which will be in the

centreof future work. Finally, h-p-version-typealgorithms

[1, 12, 13]are to be developed
for sparsegrids,too.
The followingtables2 and 3 showwhy higherordertechniqueson sparsegrids seemto be a very promisingapproachto the efficientnumericaltreatment of partial differentialequations.Eachrowin both tablescorresponds
to
a fixednumberd of dimensions
of the underlyingproblem,
and eachcolumnstandsfor a certainpolynomialdegreep
of the basis functions used. If M denotes the overall num-

berof unknowns
(i.e., M = N d fora regularfullgridand
M = O(N(log2(N))
'i-•) or M = O(N), respectively,
for
regular sparsegrids), then, we can indicate the order of
approximationwith respectto the energy norm by
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The entries in both tables now show the respective values of a. For example, if we want to achievesecondorder
with respect to the number of unknownson full grids, i.e.
a - 2. we have to use quadratic polynomials in the onedimensional case, quartic ones for d = 2; and, for threedimensional problems. even polynomials of degree p = 6
have to be used. With sparsegrids. in contrast to that, p
does not depend on d. For a = 2, quadratic polynomials
are sufficient for arbitrary d.

Figure 15: Sparsegrid solution of the secondexample.
tion quality for three-dimensionalproblems, sparsegrids
even turn out to be advantageousregarding smoothness
requirements.

Table 2: Approximation order M -• for variousd and p on
full grids.
At this point, we have to go into the smoothnessrequirementsof sparsegrid techniques. For the quadratic
case,they are given in (26). At first glance,theseseem
to be quite restrictive,especiallyfor largerp. However,as
in the linear case,the inherent h-adaptivity of sparsegrid
techniquesshould be able to deal with non-smoothsituations, too. Furthermore, we can learn from tables 2 and
3 that, with respect to the overall number of unknowns,
sparsegrids can managewith smaller valuesof p than full
grids. Therefore, especiallyfor achievinghigh approxima-
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